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WHERE TO BUY INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
Everyone has an opinion on where is the best place to invest in property.
There are a plethora of "strategies" out there
but many just don't work and can even be
dangerous to your financial health!
So, what is the secret to where to buy the best
investment properties?
Well, first let's talk about where you shouldn't
buy.
We all live in suburbs that we've chosen
to make our home because of a bunch of
attributes that appeal to us personally.
It could be that the suburb is close to the schools where we want to send our children or it has
an easy commute into the city because that is where our office is located.
We also could live somewhere because we love the cafe lifestyle or want to be close to an
entertainment precinct because we adore listening to live music.
While these are all valid reasons for you to live in a particular location, it doesn't mean that your
preferences are the same as the next person.
What this means is that when you invest in property for purely investment reasons you need to
remove the emotion out of the equation and this requires you to be more strategic about what
and where you buy.
If the aim is to be objective about your investment purchases then it follows that you probably
shouldn't invest in the suburb in which you live, or where you go on vacation, or where you desire
to retire.
All of these locations are emotional to you because you choose to live, holiday or eventually
retire there, and emotion and financial decisions rarely mix.
Over the decades that I have been involved in property investment I have developed my own
strategic approach to ensure that the real estate I buy will outperform market averages over the
long-term.
By following a strategy, then emotion cannot play a part in my decision-making because I am
adhering to specific criteria every time.
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My top down approach
The property investment system that has helped me build a very substantial property portfolio
uses what I call a top down approach.
1. It starts with buying at the right stage of the
property cycle. I look at the big picture – how
the economy is performing and where we are in
the property cycle.
2. Then I look for the right state or territory in
which to invest – one that is in the right stage of
its own property cycle. Each state or territory in
Australia has its own property cycle – select one
that is heading towards the upturn stage of its
cycle, not one near its peak.
3. Then within that state or territory, I look for
the right suburb – one that has a long history
of outperforming the averages. I’ve found some
suburbs have 50 to 100 per cent more capital
growth than others over a 10-year period.
Obviously those are the suburbs I target.
Of course, this is different to the speculative
approach some investors adopt – they say
things like, “Oh, this suburb hasn’t had much
capital growth – maybe its time has come” or
“That’s a brand-new suburb. They’re getting a
train-line down there so it must grow in value.”

4. Once my research shows me the suburb to
explore, I then look for the right location within
that suburb. Think about the suburb where you
live – there would be areas you’d happily live in
and areas you would avoid, like on main roads or
too close to shops, schools or commercial areas.
5. Then within that location I look for the
right property, using the 5 Stranded Strategic
Approach I just explained. And finally I look for …
6. The right price. I’m not looking for a
“cheap” property (there will always be cheap
properties around in secondary locations). I’m
looking for the right property at a good price.

I choose my properties in that order – a top down approach – which leads many people to ask why
price is at the bottom of the list. I guess this is because they’ve heard you make your money when
you buy your property. While that is correct, it’s not because you pay a cheap price or because you
get a bargain.
You make your money when you buy because you buy the right property – one that will be in
continuing strong demand by both owner-occupiers (who push up property values) and tenants
(who will help you pay off your mortgage).
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My 6 Stranded Strategic Approach
While any property can be an investment – just move out the owner, put in tenants and you've got
an investment – this does not make a property “investment grade.”
I choose investment grade properties using my 6 Stranded Strategic Approach:
1. That would appeal to owner occupiers. Not that I plan to sell the property, but because
owner occupiers will buy similar properties pushing up local real estate values. This will be
particularly important in the future as the percentage of investors in the market is likely to diminish
2. Below intrinsic value – that’s why I’d avoid new and off-the-plan properties which come at a
premium price.
3. With a high land to asset ratio – that doesn’t necessarily mean a large block of land, but one
where the land component makes up a significant part of the asset value.
4. In an area that has a long history of strong capital growth and that will continue to
outperform the averages because of the demographics in the area. This will be an area where
more owner-occupiers will want to live because of lifestyle choices and one where the locals
will be prepared to, and can afford to, pay a premium price to live because they have higher
disposable incomes. In general these are the more affluent inner- and middle-ring suburbs of
our big capital cities.
5. With a twist ─ something unique, or special, different or scarce about the property, and finally;
6. Where they can manufacture capital growth through refurbishment, renovations or
redevelopment rather than waiting for the market to do the heavy lifting as we’re heading into a
period of lower capital growth.
By following my 6 Stranded Strategic Approach, you minimise your risks and maximise your
upside. Each strand represents a way of making money from property and combining all six is a
powerful way of putting the odds in your favour. If one strand lets you down, they have two or
three others supporting their property’s performance.
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What’s the right property for this stage of the property cycle?
Let's be clear though: there is no such thing as a perfect investment.
If somebody tells you they have found “the perfect investment” be very sceptical and ask lots of
questions, because chances are they’re trying to sell you something you just shouldn’t buy.
Conversely, the things that I look for in an investment are:
•

Strong, stable rates of capital appreciation;

•

Easy management;

•

Steady cash flow;

•

A hedge against inflation; and

•

Liquidity (the ability to take my money out
by either selling or borrowing against my
investment);

•

Good tax benefits.

Examining the major categories of investments, you’ll recognise that not many fit the bill when it
comes to all of these criteria.
To grow your wealth in the current uncertain economic environment you’re going to have to invest
in assets that are both powerful and stable.
By powerful, I mean that they must have the ability to appreciate in value at wealth-producing
rates of growth. This usually comes from the ability to borrow and leverage against them.
By stable, I mean your investment should grow in value steadily and surely without major
fluctuations in value.
Many investments are powerful and many are stable, but only a few are both. Prime residential
real estate is one of the investment vehicles that has both power and stability in spades.
Now that doesn’t mean it’s perfect, because property is not as liquid as many other investment
classes. It can take months to get cash out of your portfolio if you sell a property. Or you may be
able to get funds a little quicker by refinancing against the increased value of your properties, but
even this takes time to organise.
While some might see this relative lack of liquidity as an issue, I would argue that it is one of the
virtues of property as an investment vehicle.
Why?
Because the only way for an investment to achieve liquidity is to relinquish some of its stability. If it
is liquid (easily sold, like shares) it is more likely to have wide, more volatile fluctuations in value.
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Investment grade property
Now that you understand a little more about the strategies that I use to decide where, and what,
to buy, let's talk about what makes an "investment-grade" property.
There are about 9.6 million dwellings in Australia and at any time there are about 250,000
properties for sale.
But not all properties make good investments! In fact, in my mind, less than two per cent of the
properties on the market currently are what I call investment-grade.
Of course, any property can become an investment property. Just move the owner out, put in a
tenant and it’s an investment, but that doesn't make it investment-grade.
So, first up, let's outline how you make money from an investment property, which can be in four ways:
1. Capital growth – as the property appreciates in value over time
2. Rental returns – the cash flow you get from your tenant
3. Accelerated or forced growth – this is capital growth you “manufacture” by adding value
through renovations or development, and
4. Tax benefits – things like negative gearing or depreciation allowances.
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In my mind, capital growth is the most important factor of all, although not everyone agrees with me.
But, let’s face it… statistics show that most property investors fail. They never achieve the financial
freedom they aspire to and this is, in part, due to the fact that they follow the wrong strategy –
many chase cash flow.
Now don’t misunderstand me, cash flow is the ultimate aim goal – but only once you’ve built a
sufficiently large asset base of “investment-grade” properties, meaning your investment journey
will comprise three stages:
1. The Accumulation Stage – this is when you build your asset base (net worth) through capital
growth of well-located properties. You can speed up your wealth accumulation through leverage,
compounding, time and “manufacturing” capital growth through renovations or development. You
then move on to the…
2. Transition Stage – once you have a sufficiently large asset base you slowly lower your loanto-value ratios so you can progress to the…
3. Cash Flow Stage – when you can live off your property portfolio.
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The safest way through this journey, which will obviously take a number of property cycles, is to
ensure you only buy properties that will outperform the market averages with regards to capital
growth. To facilitate this, I use my 5 Stranded Strategic Approach as outlined above.
OK, let's go back to my comment that less than two per cent of properties currently on the market
are investment-grade.
While there are a lot of properties specifically built for the investor market – think of the many highrise new developments that are littering our cities - most of these are not investment-grade.
Some would call these properties “investment stock” – they are what the property marketers and
developers sell in bulk to naïve investors, but they are not investment-grade because they have
little owner-occupier appeal, they lack scarcity, they are usually bought at a premium and there is
no opportunity to add value.
On the other hand, investment-grade properties:
•

Have to a wide range of affluent owner-occupiers.

•

Are in the right location. By this I don't just mean the right suburb – one with multiple drivers
of capital growth - but they’re a short walking distance to lifestyle amenities such as cafes,
shops, restaurants and parks. And they’re close to public transport – a factor that will become
more important in the future as our population grows, our roads become more congested and
people will want to reduce commuting time.

•

Have street appeal as well as a favourable aspect or good views.

•

Offer security – by being located in the right suburbs as well as having security features such
as gates, intercoms and alarms.

•

Offer secure off-street car parking.

•

Have the potential to add value through renovations.

•

Have a high land to asset ratio – this is different to a large amount of land. I'd rather own a
sixth of a block of land under my apartment building in a good inner suburb, than a large block
of land in regional Australia.

The bottom line is buying the right investment-grade property is all about following a proven
blueprint that successful investors follow. This increases your chance of better financial returns
and reduce your risks of getting caught out as our property markets move into the next, less
buoyant stage of the property cycle.
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SO, WHERE SHOULD YOU BUY YOUR NEXT INVESTMENT PROPERTY?
If I had a dollar for every time I was asked that question, I’d retire a rich man on this money alone
… never mind my substantial property portfolio!
But when it comes to purchasing residential real estate investments, there are generally two
different approaches.
One will succeed at all stages of the property cycle, as long as you stick to some age old rules of
asset selection and acquisition, while the other is a lot more risky due to its highly speculative nature.
It all comes back to… the fundamentals or the fads.
As a property investment strategist, I’m frequently quizzed at dinner parties and backyard BBQs
about how to select the perfect location in which to buy.
Now everyone seems to know that "location, location, location" is key when it comes to purchasing
real estate.
Yet interestingly, many people who ask me about "good locations" often already have some
preconceived ideas of their own about what these are. I find when I start to discuss the enduring
fundamentals that innately underpin certain housing markets they’ll start rattling off things like…
•

What about areas where a lot of people can’t afford their mortgages and have to sell up? i.e. a
lot of distressed sales?

•

What about areas where a lot of new infrastructure is being built for a big event, like the 2018
Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast?

•

What about all the tax I can save with depreciation benefits if I buy a new house and land
package in the outer suburbs?

My response to these types of questions is usually: What about those towns that sprang up
virtually overnight on the back of a resources boom that was, according to the predictions of
numerous experts, going to last for decades?
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What about the investors who thought they’d cash in on soaring rental yields in outback communities
that were built on one single industry, almost entirely reliant on the emerging Chinese economy?
Unfortunately I’ve heard stories of people
edging close to retirement, who’ve lost their
entire savings because they purchased an
off-the-plan residence in one of these regional
towns.
When the inevitable happened and the mining
industry mania started to falter, many property
investors found that the shiny new build they’d
acquired only a few years ago was now worth
much less than the mortgage on it.
The problem is, a lot of the latest fads and fashions that exert these quick bursts of upward pressure
on property market pockets are the ones that generally receive the most airplay and attention.
That’s because large construction companies and consortiums are often involved and sudden
spurts of infrastructure development usually create a bit of a fuss, particularly if it’s around an
industry that’s essentially propping up the economy at the time.
The fact is, though, the price growth we tend to see as a result of these magic bullet type
approaches – where frenzied investors end up driving markets beyond all sustainability – reflects
the abrupt ascent of property values on the back of this speculative activity.
In other words, it’s likely that these locations will produce disproportionate gains for a short period
of time.
Because these "one hit wonders" tend to exert a significant amount of influence on the local
economic, employment and housing markets within such a concentrated time span, the impact
they have on investors is often to the same kind of extreme.
The question then becomes, will you get out at the right moment or linger that little bit too long and
possibly lose the lot?
This is far too risky for my liking.
While it might not make headlines or represent the thrill ride some investors seemingly chase, for
my money you can’t go past the enduring fundamentals.
Investors who fancy themselves as high rolling, buy low and sell high real estate moguls, are really
missing the point in my opinion.
The Trumps of this world didn’t make it to the top by speculating.
They followed a formula, based on their own investment strategy and financial objectives.
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There was nothing sexy about it. But look where it can lead.
When it comes to successfully identifying a prime investment location, the enduring fundamentals
are where the sustainable capital growth is really at.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
The amount of developable land available in any given area, versus the appeal that area holds for
owner-occupiers, is one of the key fundamentals that underpin what comes to make a location
superior in terms of its long-term growth potential.
Note that it’s owner-occupier activity you need
to be aware of, rather than following a wave of
unsuspecting investors into the latest fashionable
product being spruiked by a clever developer.
That’s because the wealthy live where they want
to live and can afford to do so. Owner-occupiers
drive demand and therefore prices, based on
their emotional response to housing.
People will pay more to be in a good school
catchment area or a nice lifestyle location with
low crime rates.
In other words, it’s about the depth of the market.
When there’s greater demand from buyers than there are sellers – usually because the area is
multi-dimensional in terms of industry, employment and infrastructure – you find constant pressure
on house price growth.
Remarkably, even though history demonstrates that house prices will always go up (give or take a
few sideways or downward correction phases) across investment grade locations, a lot of people
think there’s a ceiling of some sort on price rises and that they’ve "missed the boat" in a particular
postcode.
Often they’ll seek out fad properties in secondary or inferior catchments, thinking they need to
make a quick buck elsewhere.
But what if they had it right the first time?
Are you not more likely to realise far greater capital growth in an area where you might have
to enter into a few bidding wars with eager homebuyers, rather than walk away with a bargain
because no one else is biting?
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Sure, it can be difficult to identify prime locations where stock is limited but buyer demand is
plentiful, because often they’re not making the same type of headlines as "flash in the pan"
property investments.
But it’s a test of patience. And when it all works out, you’ll be thankful to have such a proven
performer in your property portfolio.
Of course, the first rule of investing is to not lose your money.
As such, research is essential in order to understand how a property you’re considering has
performed not just in the good times, but importantly, in previous downturns.
This is relatively easy to assess when you select a location with a strong, established owneroccupier base, where there are more family homes than rental properties.
Importantly, you should always have the end buyer in mind when searching for that proven
property investment performer.
Remember, your asset needs to hold enduring appeal for the people who’ll own it after you, or
because you’re not likely to sell as you’re a strategic long term investor, your property has to have
the same appeal of similar properties that owner occupiers will and can afford to buy emotionally
to satisfy their heart’s desire.
Sticking to this basic principle of property acquisition means you can expect less volatility in your
investment endeavours.
On the other hand, the more discretionary properties you hold – those without that enduring,
underlying appeal – the more volatile your portfolio will be.

IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR INDEPENDENT PROPERTY INVESTMENT ADVICE
TO HELP YOU REACH YOUR GOALS, NO ONE CAN HELP YOU QUITE LIKE THE
INDEPENDENT PROPERTY INVESTMENT STRATEGISTS AT METROPOLE
Whether you are a beginner or a seasoned property investor, we would love
to help you formulate an investment strategy or do a review of your existing
portfolio, and help you take your property investment to the next level.
Please call us on 1300 20 30 30 | Or access www.metropole.com.au
Remember the multi-award winning team of property investment strategists at
Metropole have no properties to sell, so their advice is unbiased.
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Beware of "hotspots"
The statistics show that 50% of those who get into property investment sell up in the first five
years, and of those who stay in the game 92% never get to own more than two properties.
You see… many buy for emotional reasons and
while others think they’re investing in property,
for some they’re really speculating.
By definition, speculation is “the practice of
engaging in risky financial transactions in
an attempt to profit from short or medium
term fluctuations in the market value rather
than attempting to profit from the underlying
financial attributes embodied in the
instrument.”
But so often I hear people who think that they are investing say things like: “I know this area has
had poor capital growth in the past, but it’s about to take off,” or “I’ve bought a report – I know this
is the next hotspot.”
I can understand why, in an attempt to outperform the market, people wonder where the next
hotspot is going to be.
But when they ask my opinion they’re usually disappointed that firstly I don’t know and secondly
that I don’t really care.
I’m not in the business of speculating.

Now, here’s what I find interesting:

Instead, I make my investment decisions based
on proven long-term performance, rather than
short-term speculation.

Many of the hotspots predicted by some of
Australia’s property analysts turned out to be
correct.

The fact is hot spotting – seeking out the “next
big boom” location – is speculation and not true
property investment.

Some of the regional areas and mining towns
boomed, at least for a while as investors chased
up prices, but unless they got the timing right,
chasing the next hotspot turned out disastrous
for many investors.

If you look at the track record of people chasing
the next trend it’s been pretty poor.
On the other hand to “invest” in property
requires the intention of generating long-term
capital growth that tracks above average, longterm price growth for the area.

Some are left with properties worth considerably
less than they paid and with less rental income
than they expected.
They are now unable to sell their properties as
buyers have abandoned these markets, which
have little depth from local demand.
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If you’re into investing in short-term trends, being right isn’t what’s important; it’s being right at the
right time that counts.
Very few can do that, so the history of investors trying to find the next boomtown is littered with
people who get the story right and the outcome wrong.
Instead, I buy in areas that have a proven long-term history of outperforming the average capital
growth and that are likely to continue to outperform, because of the demographics of the people
living in the area.
Hot spotting is virtually the opposite of this sensible, not-so-sexy, tried and tested system for
successfully building a property portfolio.
1. Hot spotting is about short-term
speculation, not long-term wealth creation.

2. Hot spotting often means following the crowd
and more often than not, the crowd gets it wrong!

The key to building a substantial property
portfolio is to use your first property to leverage
into your next property and then using those two
properties to leverage into more investments
and so on.

Many people trying to buy in the next hotspot
get their advice from online reports or “get rich
quick” seminars, and in the short-term some of
these predictions are self-fulfilling.

You will only have the ability to do this if you
invest in locations that consistently provide
long-term capital growth.
By definition, "hotspots" are not these types of
areas.
Just as quickly as they heat up, property values
in these locations can come off the boil and cool
very quickly.
Look what happened to many mining towns and
sea change locations around Australia.

If you suddenly get a diverse group of investors
buying up in a small town that has little market
depth, this tends to push up prices, “proving”
this area really is a hotspot.
What’s really happening is that you’re seeing an
over-inflated market that, more often than not, is
unsustainable in the long term.
Some of our mining towns, the Gold Cost and
the Sunshine Coast are great examples of this
phenomenon.
On the other hand, strategic investors buy
counter cyclically, when others are afraid to get
into the market.
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3. Hot spotting requires accurate timing,
yet most investors don’t have the necessary
knowledge to know when it’s the best time to buy.
Sure, certain hotspots have excellent potential
to generate long-term capital growth, but these
are rare.
For example, there’s the inner-city suburb
that’s yet to take off because while it’s on the
verge of gentrification, it still has an air of
industrialisation.
Some investors can pick these areas before
the market takes off, but timing markets like
this is difficult.
The real problem is that by the time you find
out about the next hotspot, it may be too late
to benefit from that substantial early growth.
Or the opposite could be true…
You might end up jumping in too early and not
reaping the rewards for many years while in
the meantime, your money has been tied up
and you’ve missed out on real opportunities in
proven areas.
4. Hot spotting is usually based on opinions
rather than facts.

5. Hot spotting can generate short-term
inflation in suburbs that can’t sustain a high
level of price growth over the long-term. Today’s
hotspot could be tomorrow’s overheated
market.
For example, when the resources boom hit
Western Australia and far north Queensland,
thousands of investors jumped on the
bandwagon and bought into the mining towns
that sprung up overnight and became a buzz of
activity.
But now that the resources sector has cooled
off, many of these towns have gone from boom
to bust, as the major industry supporting the
local economy came crashing down.
I know of many investors who are still having
trouble offloading their under-performing
properties in these mining towns and regional
centres, which were previously called hotspots.
My suggestion is to avoid the excitement of
hotspots and follow an investment strategy that
allows you to survive changes in the market,
without taking big losses.
So what should you do instead?

When you read articles in the media or hear
reports on TV that suggest an area is about to
take off as the “next big thing”, in reality you’re
simply just being given someone’s opinion.
Be careful and ask yourself, are they biased
because they have properties to sell and it suits
them to be spruiking a certain area?
You’re better off to rely on your own research
and due diligence, rather than blindly accepting
a so-called expert’s potentially biased advice.
WHERE TO BUY YOUR NEXT INVESTMENT PROPERTY
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The “secret” strategy of most successful property investors
It’s interesting that while most wealthy people have (and are prepared to pay for) trusted advisors
in many areas of their life, the average person has no advisers or they get their advice from
salespeople who they perceive as advisers but are far from independent.
In my mind it is critical to have a trusted advisor when making property investment decisions. As
I've explained, most property investors fail to achieve the financial freedom they desire - most
never get past their first or second investment property. It’s just too hard to do it on your own, or by
trial and error – there’s a huge learning fee involved – one of time, money, effort and heartache.
On the other hand, following the teachings and proven systems of those who’ve already achieved
what you want to achieve and who’ve retained their wealth through a number of cycles, while not
guaranteeing your success, makes it much, much more likely.

How can you tell that you’re dealing with a trusted advisor?
A trusted advisor tailors their recommendations to your personal circumstances and they warn of the
risks as well as the rewards. Their advice is not biased by any property, products or services to be sold.
One of the first questions I’d ask them is “How are you getting paid?” This will reveal a lot. If they
are offering free advice, or they are being paid by a third party (such as a developer or property
vendor) then the advice cannot be independent.
Your adviser should be qualified and a member of a recognised organisation such as the Property
Investment Professionals of Australia and be an investor themselves. They should have a
thorough understanding of not only property, but also finance, economics and the taxation system
as far as it relates to real estate investment.
Similarly, your advisor should have no properties for sale, should have a number of investment
options available for you depending upon your circumstances, should not make any
recommendations at the first meeting and should not create a “sense of urgency.”
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WHAT ABOUT USING A BUYERS’ AGENT?
One of the best strategies employed by successful property investors today is to employ the
services of a buyers' agent to act on their behalf, but not all buyers’ agents are the same.
At Metropole our Property Strategists first design a strategy for your specific needs and then our
buyers' agents implement that strategy.
Here are some questions to ask a buyers agent to ensure they’ll be able to help you:
1. Are you a fully licensed real estate agent?
Be wary of hiring someone who doesn’t hold a real estate licence and hasn’t had extensive
experience in the property industry.
There are many people out there calling themselves a buyers’ agent or buyers’ advocate who
are not licensed estate agents.
Don’t risk putting what could be one of the largest purchases in your life in the hands of
somebody who hasn’t had the years of experience necessary to negotiate on your behalf.
Don’t be tempted to engage somebody just because they offer lower fees.
If they can provide great service and add real value for their clients, they wouldn’t have to win
new business by offering low fees.
2. Are you a member of the State Real Estate Institute?
This should give you the reassurance that they are operating to professional industry
standards.
3. Do you have current professional indemnity insurance?
If something goes wrong with your property purchase you will have absolutely no recourse if
this is not the case.
4. Are you a dedicated buyers’ agent?
Or are they just a division of a real estate agency or a one man band working from home or out
of a post office box?
They can’t offer a high standard of service when searching and negotiating for properties for
their clients unless they are dedicated professionals focused on this process.
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5. Do you specialise in the geographic location and the price range I am looking at?
If the buyers’ agent doesn’t have a strong recent track record of buying in the area you are
looking at purchasing in, we suggest you don’t engage their services.
Don’t be shy to ask them for the results of at least four recent purchases in the area you are
looking at buying in.
6. Do you have access to “silent sales?”
Many properties that are sold never hit the public market. It is imperative that your buyers’
agent has years of personal relationships with all of the real estate agents in the area you are
looking at purchasing in, so as soon as properties come up for sale you have access to these
before they go to the general public.
As you can see, deciphering where to buy your next investment property is not as simple as
buying any old house in any old suburb.
Investors must understand that there is no perfect location or place to buy an investment place,
because there are so many variables such as your budget as well as the current stage of the
property cycle.
But there are strategies that you can use, as well as experts who you can employ, to help make
sure that every property that you buy is investment-grade and likely to outperform the market over
the long-term.
And, in the end, that's what every investor wants don't they?
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If you’re looking for independent property investment advice to help
you reach your goals, no one can help you quite like the independent
property investment strategists at Metropole
Please call us on 1300 20 30 30 | www.metropole.com.au
Melbourne: Level 2, 181 Bay Street, Brighton, VIC, 3186
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